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Chirality plays a significant role in the physical properties and biological functions of many biological
materials, e.g., climbing tendrils and twisted leaves, which exhibit chiral growth. However, the mechanisms
underlying the chiral growth of biological materials remain unclear. In this paper, we investigate how the
Towel Gourd tendrils achieve their chiral growth. Our experiments reveal that the tendrils have a hierarchy
of chirality, which transfers from the lower levels to the higher. The change in the helical angle of cellulose
fibrils at the subcellular level induces an intrinsic torsion of tendrils, leading to the formation of the helical
morphology of tendril filaments. A chirality transfer model is presented to elucidate the chiral growth of
tendrils. This present study may help understand various chiral phenomena observed in biological
materials. It also suggests that chirality transfer can be utilized in the development of hierarchically chiral
materials having unique properties.

M
any biological materials, such as climbing plant tendrils1,2, flower petals of Paphiopedilum dianthum3,
and snail shells4, exhibit chiral growth. In these natural materials, there are a number of distributed chiral
elements, e.g., biomacromolecules, which lead to the formation of various chiral morphologies and

surface patterns at the macroscopic scale. For example, helices and twisted belts are often observed to form in
growing biological materials. These chiral morphologies generally tend to a specific handedness, either right or
left5. A well-known example is climbing tendrils, which help some climbing plants attach to trees or other objects
and to provide supporting forces2. The investigation of the mechanisms underlying the chiral growth of biological
materials is a fundamental and important issue in not only developmental biology but also materials science and
technology.

The chiral shapes of some biological and artificial materials may origin from the asymmetry of growth,
deswelling6,7, surface stresses8,9 and other physical quantities associated with anisotropic atomic or molecular
structures10. For example, the formation of twisting belts of Bauhinia seed pods6 and chiral polymer lamellae3 has
been attributed to the anisotropy of material properties and surface stresses, respectively. From the view point of
chirality transfer, the chiral morphologies of many biological materials originate from the chirality of their
microscopic constituent building blocks. Typical examples include the flagellar filaments of bacteria11–13, the
flower petals of Paphiopedilumdilum dianthum3, and the stork’s bill awns14,15. Their chiral growth is caused by the
helical arrangements of protein lattices, cortical microtubules, and tilted celluloses at the micro scale, respectively.
The helical tendrils of climbing plants have attracted the interest of many scientists since the pioneering work of
Charles Darwin2. A recent study suggested that Cucumber tendril coiling might be induced by the asymmetric
contraction of g-fibers16. However, this mechanism does not appear to explain the predominance of left-handed
or right-handed helical growth in climbing plants. Analysis of the global twining direction of climbing plants
shows that the predominance of a specific chirality in the helical growth of climbing plants should be attributed to
the microstructures at the subcellular level rather than the Coriolis effect17. In addition, previous studies revealed
that the intrinsic torsion of tendril filaments drives them to form helices with a specific handedness or opposite
handednesses1,18,19. However, the physical mechanisms underlying the intrinsic torsion of tendril filaments have
rarely been discussed. Furthermore, it is still unclear how the chiralities at the molecular, microscopic, and
macroscopic scales in tendrils are correlated with each other.
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According to Neumann’s principle of symmetry, the absence of
the mirror symmetry of molecules, the arrangements of atoms and
protein lattices, microstructures and even morphologies of biological
materials has remarkable effects on their physical and chemical prop-
erties and functions. In the present study, we investigate, both experi-
mentally and theoretically, how the chirality is transferred from
molecules to the macroscopic morphology of tendrils. To clarify their
chiral growth, a theoretical model of chirality transfer in tendril
filaments is developed to correlate the chirality at the subcellular
level with that at the macro scale.

Results
In the experiments, we collected mature and dry tendril helices of
Towel Gourd as samples. Swelling and deswelling experiments of the
tendril helices were first performed, and then the microstructures of
their tendril filaments were observed to investigate the mechanisms
of chiral growth. These experiments revealed that the shape of the
tendril helices can distinctly change during swelling/deswelling.
Based on these results, we use the chirality transfer mechanism to
explain the shape formation and evolution of tendril filaments dur-
ing their growing and swelling/deswelling processes.

When the growing tip of a tendril filament is free, the tendril
normally forms a helix with a specific handedness. Most free Towel
Gourd tendril helices we observed are left-handed. However, when a
tendril filament catches a supporting object, as shown in Fig. 1, the
tendril will gradually evolve into a helical shape with opposite hand-
edness, providing an elastic spring-like support that enables the plant
to climb to a sufficient height. The chiral perversion process of a
tendril can be interpreted by the topological conservation law18,19.
In both cases, tendrils assume an initial curvature induced by differ-
ential growth. The formation of a helical tendril with either a specific
chirality or two opposite handednesses in two segments will be elu-
cidated using a chirality transfer model in the sequel.

We experimentally investigated the physical origin of intrinsic
torsion and the mechanisms underlying the chiral growth of tendril
filaments. The samples of dry and mature Towel Gourd tendril heli-
ces were immersed in water for 24 hours to allow the tendril helices to
fully swell. The shape parameters of the left-handed part of the
swelled and deswelled tendril helix were measured for four samples,
and the average results of helical radii and pitch are plotted in
Figs. 2(a) and (b). Compared to the dry tendrils, the number of coils
of the left-handed helical part of the fully swelled tendril samples
decreased from eight to seven. The helical radii of each coil had an
average increase of approximately 31.6%, and the helical pitch of

each coil increased by approximately 12.1%. Moreover, the cross-
sectional areas of the swelled sample increased by about 6.1% com-
pared to those of the dry tendrils. The straight part connecting the
left- and right-handed helices also exhibited a distinct increase in
length (approximately 11.7%). These experiments revealed that the
intrinsic chirality of the building elements, rather than simple water-
induced expansion/shrinkage, causes the morphological evolution of
tendril helices.

The swelled tendril helices were then placed in air for 72 hours so
that they became fully deswelled. Their helical shapes returned to
their initial states before swelling. Such shape changes of tendrils in
the swelling/deswelling process are consistent with those of tendrils
during growth. Thus they provide an ideal system to investigate the
mystery of the widely observed chiral growth of natural materials.

The shape evolution of tendril helices is attributed to the changes
in their microscopic structures during the swelling and deswelling
processes. We observed the microstructures of tendril filaments
using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). At the macro scale, a
tendril filament has an approximately circular cross section with a
characteristic size of 0.6–1.5 mm, containing primarily a surface
layer (L1), an inner layer (L2) and a core (L3), as shown in
Figure 3(a). L1 is composed of connected epidermis cells, L2 consists
primarily of parallelized cells, which are tightly glued together, and
L3 contains relatively large sized cells. To further study the micro-
structures of tendril, we cut a tendril filament into slices and observed

Figure 1 | Towel Gourd tendrils: (a) growing tendril helices without
hooking and (b) tendril helices with hooking attached to a supporting
object. ‘‘LH’’ and ‘‘RH’’ denote left and right handednesses, respectively.

Figure 2 | Changes in (a) the helical pitches and (b) radii of tendril helices
before and after swelling.
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the slices under SEM. The cells in L2 contain cellulose fibril helices as
shown in Figure 3 (b) and (c), whereas the cells in L3 are soft and
hollow tubes, with a characteristic size of 40–50 mm (Figure 3(d)).
Each cell in L2 takes a tubular shape with a circular cross section of
approximately 10 mm in diameter, and the circular cross section
of each cellulose fibril is approximately 1–2 mm in diameter
(Figure 3(e)–(f)). As shown in Figure 3(c), the helical angle of the
cellulose fibril helices in the segment linking the left- and right-
handed parts is significantly smaller than that in the left-handed part
shown in Figure 3(f).

Discussion
Our observations indicate that helical tendrils have a hierarchy of
chirality, consisting of at least six length scales from molecules,
microfibrils, cellulose fibrils, cells, tendril filaments to the mac-
roscopic tendril helix. At the molecular level, sugar units and cellulose
molecules take the form of asymmetric and chiral configurations.
Cellulose molecules assemble into single microfibrils at the nanoscale,
which further assemble into a cellulose fibril as shown in Figure 4. At
the subcellular level, the chirality occurs in the cellulose fibril helix. At
the cell level, each long cell can be regarded as a chiral rod in which
cellulose fibril helices exist as helical inclusions embedded in the

matrix. At the tendril filament level, chirality exists in the cell bun-
dles, i.e., chiral rod bundles. Finally, these bundles further assemble
into macroscopic tendril helices with either left- or right-handedness.
Therefore, the tendrils have a typical hierarchy of chirality from the
molecular scale to the macroscopic scale, providing a good example
for the study of chirality transfer in biological materials. The hier-
archical structures of tendrils are different from those of non-chiral
hierarchical materials and artificial chiral materials such as chiral
polymer lamellae20–22.

The chiral growth, as well as the swelling and deswelling processes
in the experiments, involves complicated physical mechanisms of
chirality transfer. The macroscopic deformation of a tendril during
swelling and deswelling depends upon the features of chirality,
deformation and interaction of its constituent elements at lower
levels, e.g. cell bundles, cell walls, and cellulose fibril helices.

In each cell bundle, the tight cellular connections constrain the free
movement and deformation of the cells. Thus the deformation of a
helical tendril should be derived from the geometric and mechanical
properties of the cells. As a bundle of large sized hollow cell tube, the
core of tendril filament is soft. The outer layer only plays a role of
protecting the inner layer and the core. In some coils of tendril helix,
the outer layer can be peeled off and the tendril helix still has the

Figure 3 | Hierarchical structures of tendril filaments. (a) Cross section of a tendril filament, (b) inner layer of a tendril filament dissected

longitudinally, (c) cells in the straight part of a tendril filament connecting the left- and right-handed parts, (d) core layer of a tendril filament (e) two

cellulose fibril helices separated from the cell wall, (f) a single cellulose helix, and (g) cross section of a cellulose fibril.

Figure 4 | Hierarchy of chirality in a tendril helix: (a) sugar unit, (b) cellulose molecule, (c) microfibril consisting of cellulose molecules, (d) single cell
containing a cellulose helix, (e) cell bundle, and (f) tendril helix.
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similar shape changes during the swelling and deswelling processes.
This fact excludes the possibility that the out layer controls the shape
changes of tendril helix. Microscopic observations in Figures 3(b)
and 3(f) show that for a cell in the inner layer, the cell wall is a thin,
flexible membrane assembled by polysaccharides and proteins. Thus
helical cellulose fibrils should be the primary structural components
of the cell. Due to the close packing of cellulose fibril helices, the cell
wall can be regarded as a fiber-reinforced polymer composite, and
the helical feature of ordered texture endows the cell wall with
strongly orientation-dependent properties. In addition to enhancing
the mechanical stiffness of the cell wall under tension, which is sig-
nificant for the supporting function of tendrils, the helical structure
of cellulose fibrils can also make the tendril soft and flexible upon
bending, allowing the tendrils to more easily wrap around supporting
objects. Thus, the cellulose fibril helices significantly affect the mech-
anical properties of tendrils. This structural characteristic of the
inner layer cells indicates that the shape changes induced by twisting
and bending deformations should be attributed to the cellulose fibril
helices. Our observations of the different helical arrangements of
cellulose fibrils in both the left-handed and the straight parts of a
tendril also support this conclusion.

In order to further understand the microscopic mechanisms in a
tendril helix, it would be of interest to compare the tendril helix with
a chiral paper sheet. The twisting of paper sheets during swelling/
deswelling provides another typical example of chirality transfer23. A
twisted paper sheet is made up primarily of woody plant fibers that
are glued together, and twisted paper sheets also have a hierarchy of
chirality. A flat and straight swelling paper sheet can become a twist-
ing belt because of the helical angle changes of the cellulose chain
winding in the cell wall. As pointed out by Dionner et al.23, the
twisting of paper sheets also results from the helical shape changes
of cellulose chains. This inspires us how the chiral structures at a
lower level can induce the twisting deformation at its higher neighbor
level. Unlike most woody plant cells, in which cellulose chains wind
right-handed helically outside the cell wall, the inner layer cell wall of
tendrils is thin, and the cellulose fibril forms a helix with left-hand-
edness and is contained in the tendril cell wall. Moreover, the cross-
sectional size of a cellulose fibril is 1–2 mm, which is much larger than
the cross-sectional size of the fibrils in woody pant cells, which is only
approximately 3–4 nm. Comparison of cell microstructures in ten-
drils and papers indicates that cellulose fibril helices play an import-
ant role during the chirality transfer process at the subcellular level.

Based on the above observations and discussions, the physical
mechanisms underlying the shape changes of tendril helices during
swelling and deswelling processes can be better understood. As
shown in Figure 5, the typical structure of a cell in tendrils consists

of a cell wall tube containing an array of cellulose fibril helices. At the
fully swelled state, the cell wall tube would have a larger cross section
and a relatively smaller helical angle. As the tendril gradually des-
wells, the radius of the cell wall cross section will decrease, corres-
ponding to an increase in the helical angle. Thus, the cell wall would
have a minimal cross-sectional radius and the cellulose fibril helix
would have a maximal helical angle when the tendril is fully des-
welled. The mechanical stiffness and the relatively large size of the
cross section of cellulose fibril provide the cellulose fibril helix with a
finite structural stiffness. During deswelling, the helical angle of cel-
lulose fibril helices increases, leading to twisting in their morphology.
Equivalently, a change in the helical angle produces a torque acting
on its cross section, making the cell wall twist with either left- or
right-handedness. The value of the torque depends primarily on the
helical angle change at a specific swelling or deswelling state. Thus,
the tendril filament will be subjected to an internal torque and
undergo an intrinsic torsion, which can change the helical pitch
and radius of a tendril helix during swelling or deswelling.

To rationalize the physical mechanisms underlying the formation
of the helical morphology and the shape change of tendril helices, we
here develop a theoretical model of tendril filaments with a spatial
configuration. In this model, the effects of cellulose fibril helices at
the subcellular level are taken into account. Due to the close packing
of cellulose fibril helices, the cell wall is regarded as a helical and
orthotropic layer. Through coordinate transformation, the constitu-
tive relation of a tendril filament in the Frenet coordinate system of
spatial curve can be written as

s’f g~ Q’½ � ef gFCS, ð1Þ

where {s9} and {e}FCS are the stress and the strain, respectively, and
[Q9] is the material stiffness matrix of the tendril filament. A detailed
derivation of equation (1) is given in the Supplementary
Information. We assume the length and cross-sectional size of the
tendril filament during swelling and deswelling keep unchanged. The
helical angle of the cellulose fibril helix, a, is used to quantify the
degree of swelling or deswelling of a tendril filament. The minimal
and maximal values of a correspond to the fully swelled and des-
welled states, respectively.

The potential energy of the tendril filament can be written as

P~

ðL0

0
Q0{Q1k(s){Q2t(s)zQ3k(s)2zQ4t(s)2� �

ds, ð2Þ

where s is the arc length, k(s) and t(s) denote the curvature and twist
of the tendril filament, respectively. The coefficients Q0–4 are func-
tions of the helical angle a of the cellulose fibril helix and are

Figure 5 | Physical mechanisms of the intrinsic torsion of tendrils. (a) A fully swelled cell containing a cellulose fibril helix with the lowest value of helical

angle a 5 a0, (b) a partially swelled cell with a 5 a1 . a0, and (c) a fully deswelled cell with the largest helical angle a 5 a2 . a1.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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presented in the Supplement Materials. Using the variational prin-
ciple of energy9,24,25, we can derive the following shape equation for a
tendril filament with an arbitrary spatial configuration:

{Q0kzQ1t2{Q2ktzQ3k3z(3Q4{2Q3)kt2z2Q3kss

z4Q4(
ts

k
)tzQ4

2t2
s

k
~0,

ð3Þ

with ks 5 dk/ds, ts 5 dt/ds, and kss 5 d2k/ds2. For the helical shape of
a tendril filament, we have k~R

�
(R2zh2

0) and t~h0
�

(R2zh2
0),

where R denotes the helical radius and h0 5 P/2p, with P being the
helical pitch of the tendril helix. For simplicity, assume that the
helical radius and pitch of the tendril helix are constant. Then, based
on equation (3), the shape equation governing the shape change of a
tendril helix is rewritten as

Q0R(R2zh2
0)2{Q1h2

0(R2zh2
0)zQ2Rh0(R2zh2

0){Q3R3

z(2Q3{3Q4)Rh2
0~0:

ð4Þ

For a helical tendril during swelling and deswelling, the helical radius
R and pitch P must satisfy equation (4).

The above model allows us to predict the shape change of helical
tendrils induced by swelling or deswelling. For tendril helices with
different helical angles a, the helical radii and pitches calculated from
equation (4) are plotted in Figure 6(a). Both the normalized helical
radius and pitch decrease with the increase in a. Thus for a tendril
helix during deswelling, the coil number will increase as the helical
angle of the cellulose fibril helix increases because the total length of a
tendril filament is approximately constant. In the case of swelling,
which induces a decrease in the helical angle a of cellulose fibril
helices, the shape change of tendrils can be determined easily.
Figure 6(a) shows that during swelling, both the helical radius and
pitch of the tendril helix increase and, therefore, its coil number
decreases. In Figure 6(a), a curve PQ perpendicular to the helical
angle contours is drawn to illustrate the changing tendency of the
helical pitch and radius, where points P and Q are located at the
curves of a 5 10u and a 5 30u, respectively. Here, the curve PQ
can be approximately treated as a line. Let A1A3 and A2A4 denote
the projections of PQ on the two axes, respectively. It can be seen that
with the decrease of the helical angle a during swelling, the helical
radius increases more significantly than the helical pitch. As a
changes from 30u to 10u, the helical radius and pitch increase about
16.7% and 37.7%, respectively. These results predicated by the pre-
sent theoretical model have a good agreement with the experimental
measurements shown in Figure 2, verifying the proposed physical
mechanism of chirality transfer.

The above model reveals how the chirality at the micro scale
determines the chiral shape changes at larger scales and also helps
to clarify the chirality transfer of other materials with hierarchical
chiral structures. It is worthy mentioning that in the proposed model,
the shape change of a tendril helix results mainly from the deforma-
tion induced by the changes of chiral microstructures at the subcel-
lular level, but the effects of chiral structural elements at lower levels
(e.g., cellulose molecules) have not been considered in detail.
Although cellulose molecules and their interactions have no direct
influence on the mechanical properties of helical tendrils at the mac-
roscopic scale, they do affect the mechanical behavior of cellulose
fibrils and even control the handedness of cellulose fibril helices at
the subcellular level. Figure 5 demonstrates that the change of the
helical radius and pitch of a tendril helix during swelling/deswelling
can be determined primarily by the handedness of cellulose fibril
helices. Thus the chiral elements and their interactions at the
molecular level may indirectly contribute to the chiral shape changes
at the macro scale.

Tendril helices provide us an ideal system not only to investigate
the correlation of chiralities at different length scales but also to

understand the formation of helical morphologies of tendril fila-
ments. Our experiments reveal that the deformation of tendril helices
during the swelling/deswelling processes derives from the shape
changes of cellulose fibril helices at the subcellular level. Similar
reorientation of cellulose fibrils is also observable in growing tendrils.
During the growth of tendril filaments, the growth-strain and turgor
pressure may induce an elongation of cells, rendering an increase of
helical angles of cellulose fibril helices and an intrinsic torsion of
tendril filaments. Furthermore, intermolecular interactions also con-
tribute to the reorientation of cellulose fibrils. For example, hemi-
cellulose molecules in the cell walls can self-assemble in cholesteric
liquid crystals, which, in turn, mediate the assembly of cellulose
microfibrils into helical patterns through hydrogen bonds between
hemicelluloses and cellulose chains26,27. During the swelling/deswel-
ling and growth processes, some intermolecular hydrogen bonds
may be broken with the appearance of water molecules28, which
may also induce the reorientation of cellulose fibrils. Thus a tendril
will assume a helical shape due to the intrinsic torsion. The reori-
entation of cellulose fibrils drives the transfer of chirality from the
molecular level to the morphological scale, as shown in Figure 4.
Therefore, the shape changes of tendril helices during swelling/des-
welling shed new lights on the chiral growth of tendril filaments.

Figure 6 | (a) Helical shape variations of tendrils with respect to the
helical angle a, and (b) formation and evolution of a growing tendril
helix. Here, we take the cross-sectional radius of cellulose fibrils as r0 5 1.2

3 1026 m, the tendril cell radius as r1 5 7.0 3 1026 m, and the tendril

radius as r2 5 5.0 3 1024 m. For the fully swelled cellulose fibril helices, the

helical angle is set as a0 5 1u and the helical radius R’0~5:8|10{6m. The

elastic modulus of cellulose fibrils E 5 0.45 GPa, and the shear modulus G

5 0.173 GPa.
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A growing tendril filament usually has a small initial curvature
induced by differential growth. During the growth process, the hel-
ical angle of cellulose fibril helices gradually increases due to the
increase in the turgor pressure and the growth strain, leading to an
intrinsic torsion of tendril filaments, as shown in Figure 7(a). If the
initially bended tendril filament has caught a support, chiral perver-
sion may occur as a result of the intrinsic torsion. However, if no
supporting object can be found, the tendril filament will twist into a
helix. With the further increase of the helical angle of cellulose fibril
helices, the helical pitch and radius of the tendril helix will decrease,
just as in the deswelling process. According to equation (4), the
variation of the helical shape of a growing tendril is plotted in
Figure 6(b). In the calculation, we assume that the tendril filament
has an initial curvature and a zero twist, i.e. k0=0 and t0 5 0. To
illustrate the efficacy of our theoretical model, Figure 7 shows the
helical shape formation and evolution of a growing tendril with
different helical shapes at the subcellular level. Here, our primary
concern is the physical origin of the intrinsic torsion and the chirality
transfer underlying the chiral growth of tendrils.

For helical tendrils and other biological materials with a hierarchy
of chirality as well, growth is not only a complex process involving
biochemical and physical components and structural evolutions at
many different length and time scales, but also a chirality transfer
process from the molecular level to the macroscopic level, as shown
in Figure 4. In other words, the chirality at a lower structural level
often begets a higher level chirality29. During the morphogenesis and
remodeling process, the chirality undergoes a series of transfers from
the molecular level, the cellulose fibril level, the cell level, and even-
tually to the macroscopic morphology of tendrils. In the theory of
chirality transfer, the formation of hierarchical chiral structures at
the macroscopic scale can be regarded as a consequence of multiscale
chirality transfers. Here, we are primarily concerned with two issues:
(i) why are the helical shapes of tendrils formed during growth, and
(ii) how do they change during swelling and deswelling? In fact, both
the problems involve multiscale chirality transfers.

As aforementioned, cellulose molecules have an indirect but sig-
nificant influence on the chiral growth of tendrils by affecting the
mechanical properties and handedness of cellulose fibrils. Although
not essentially necessary for chiral growth, the chirality of cellulose
molecules helps these molecules to self-assemble into cellulose fibril
helices. In addition, the interactions among chiral elements at lower
levels (e.g., intermolecular forces) and some other factors (e.g.,
growth induced residual stresses) can influence, to different extents,
the chirality transfers among different length levels. Therefore, the
macroscopic morphological chirality of tendrils is closely but not
univocally correlated with those of cellulose fibril helices and cellulose

molecules. For a tendril helix with chiral perversion, for example, the
right-handed morphology is induced by an intrinsic torsion in order
to compensate for the twist of its left-handed part, although the
cellulose fibril helices are intrinsically left-handed. Some other climb-
ing plants also have both right- and left-handed chiral morphologies,
whereas their constituted molecules have an identical chirality.

In addition to the tendrils of climbing plants, many other bio-
logical materials, e.g., twisted tree trunks, flagellar filaments of bac-
teria, flower petals of Paphiopedilum dianthum and the stork’s bill
awns, have a hierarchy of chirality. Most of their chiral morphologies
or patterns at the macro scale also derive from the chirality at the
molecular, nano and micro scales, and their chiral growth usually
involves a complicated process of chirality transfer. The theory of
chirality transfer can help understand many interesting phenomena
associated with chiral growth and establish the correlation between
macroscopic morphologies and molecular structures.

In summary, we have investigated the intrinsic torsion of tendril
filaments from the viewpoint of chirality transfer. Both swelling/des-
welling experiments and theoretical analysis have been performed to
reveal the multiscale chirality transfer mechanism underlying the
chiral growth of tendrils. Based on microscopic observations of the
hierarchical chiral structures of tendrils, we have developed a model
to correlate the macroscopic chiral morphology and the cellulose
fibril helices. Our findings may deepen our understanding of the
widely observed chiral growth in biological and artificial materials.
The proposed chirality transfer mechanism can also be applied to
facilitate three-dimensional self-assembly and fabrication of hierarch-
ical chiral structured materials with unique properties and functions.

Methods
(1) Swelling and deswelling experiments. Mature and dry tendril helices of left-
handedness and tendril helices of opposite handednesses of Towel Gourd (Tianjin,
China) were used as samples. In order to make the tendril filaments fully swelled, the
samples were immersed in water for 24 hours. Then they were placed in air for 72
hours for deswelling. All tendril helices exhibited similar shape changes during
swelling and deswelling, regardless of their handedness. The swelling-deswelling
process was repeated four times. We measured the filament diameter, helical pitch,
and radius of tendril helices at the fully swelled and deswelled states using vemier
caliper with a precision of 0.01 mm.

(2) Microscopic observations. Microstructure observation of tendrils was carried out
using a SEM (Hitachi SU-1500) and a field emission high-resolution SEM (JSM
6700F). The acceleration voltages of the two microscopes were set to be 30 kV and
15 kV, and their maximum resolutions were 3 nm and 1 nm, respectively. The
tendril samples were coated with gold in order to enhance their conductivity.

(3) Measurement of the mechanical properties of tendrils. We determined the
mechanical parameters of tendril filaments required in the theoretical analysis by
tensile experiments. An electronic universal testing machine (Instron 3343) with a
loading rate of 1.0 mm/min was used for this purpose. Straightened helical tendril

Figure 7 | Schematic diagram of the morphological evolution of a growing tendril helix. (a) The growing tendril filament with an initial curvature and

zero twist, (b) the twist of the bent tendril filament induced by intrinsic torsion, (c) the formation of a tendril helix with definite curvature and twist, (c) a

tendril helix with a relatively large helical radius and pitch, (d) and (e) the variations of the helical radius and the helical pitch with respect to the

helical angle a.
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filaments were taken as samples, and their force-displacement curves were recorded
automatically. Based on the theory of composites, the mechanical properties of the
tendrils were calculated from the experimental curves as Q11 5 0.408 GPa, Q22 5

0.082 GPa, Q12 5 0.094 GPa, and Q66 5 0.067 GPa.
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Theoretical model 

S1 Intrinsic torsion of tendril filaments 

As shown in Fig. 5, the shape change of a cellulose fibril during deswelling can 

produce an internal torque M that acts on the cell. Following the Cosserat rod model 

of a spring 1, 2, the torque M  can be expressed as 

0 0 0 0ˆ ˆ(cos cos )cos (sin sin )sinM B C            ,   (S1)

where 1 4
04

πB E r   is the bending stiffness of the tendril cell, 1 4
02

πC G r   the 

torsion rigidity, and 0 0 0ˆ sins R       , where is the Euler angle, s is the arc 

length of cellulose fibril, 0R  is the initial helical radius of the cellulose fibril helix, 

0r  is the radius of the cross section of the cellulose fibril, and 0  and   are the 

helical angle of the fully swelled and partially deswelled cellulose fibril helices, 

respectively. Considering the cell bundle structures of the tendril filament (Fig. 4), the 

distributed torque 0m  acting on the tendril filament per unit length is determined as 

follows: 

 
2

2
0 2

0 12π tan

Mr
m

R r 



,   (S2)

where 1r  and 2r  are the radii of the cell and the tendril filament, respectively, 0R  

is the helical radius of the cellulose fibril helix. During growth or swelling/deswelling 

of a tendril, the torque 0m  will produce an intrinsic torsion deformation of the 

tendrilfilament. Thus, the reorientation of cellulose fibrils provide a driving force for 

the formation and evolution of the tendril helix. 

 S2 Constitutive relationship 
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Fig. S1. Coordinate systems: (A) Frenet coordinate system (FCS) with base vectors 

,  N Be e  and Te . (B) Cylinder coordinate system (CCS) with basis vectors ,  r e e  

and ze ; (C) Helical coordinate system (HCS) with basis vectors e , eL T  and re . 

In the wall of a tendril cell, cellulose fibril helices are closed packed, as shown in Fig. 

3. Thus, the cell wall can be considered to be an orthotropic layer. Referring to the 

helical coordinate system (HCS) (o XYr )shown in Fig. S1C, in which the X  axis 

is oriented in the winding direction of the cellulose fibril, the r  axis is oriented in 

the direction of the cell wall thickness, and Y  is perpendicular to the X  and r  

axes. The orthotropic layer forms a cylindrical tube that is oriented parallel to a 

certain direction, for which we establish the cylindrical coordinate system (CCS) 

(o r z  ). The r  axis is oriented in the radial direction of the cell cylinder and the 

same as that in HCS, and the z and   axes are oriented in the axial and angular 

directions of the cylinder, respectively. Furthermore, the tendril filament is curved into 

a spatial morphology and is treated here as a Kirchhoff rod having a helical 

microstructure. For such a spatially curved rod, we introduce a Frenet coordinate 

system (FCS) (o TBN ) shown in Fig. S1A, in which the origin o  is located at the 

centerline of the tendril filament, both the z  and T  axes are oriented in the tangent 
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direction of the centerline, and the N  and B  axes are oriented in the normal and 

binormal directions of the centerline, respectively. 

  The constitutive relation of the helical orthotropic layer in HCS is 3  

     
HCS HCS

, Q     (S3)

where  
HCS

 is the stress matrix and HCS
  is the strain matrix. The subscript HCS 

indicates the parameters defined in the helical coordinate system.  Q  is the 

orthotropic elastic stiffness matrix, which is expressed as 

  

11 12 13

12 22 23

13 23 33

44

55

66

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

Q Q Q

Q Q Q

Q Q Q

Q

Q

Q

 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

Q .   (S4)

Through coordinate transformation, we can obtain the constitutive relationship in the 

cylindrical coordinate system (CCS) from equation S3 as  

    
CCS CCS

   Q  ,   (S5)

where the subscript CCS stands for the parameters in the cylinder coordinate system. 

The stiffness matrix,   Q , is written as 

   T1 1          Q T Q T , (S6)

where the subscript T denotes the transformation matrix, and  
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2 2

2 2

-1

2 2

0 0 0 2

0 0 0 2

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

m n mn

n m mn

m n

n m

mn mn m n

 
 
 
 

     
 
 
 

   

T ,   (S7)

Here, cosm  , sinn  , and   is the angle measured from the L axis to the z 

axis, and   the helical angle of a cellulose fibril. Moreover,   and   satisfy the 

relationship 90   . 

The matrix   Q  can obtained from equations S6 and S7 as follows: 

 

11 12 13 16

12 22 23 26

13 23 33 36

44

55

16 26 36 66

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0

Q Q Q Q

Q Q Q Q

Q Q Q Q

Q

Q

Q Q Q Q

 
 
 
 

    
 
 
 
 

Q .   (S8)

A tendril filament can be regarded as an elastic rod with spatial configuration. Using 

coordinate transformation, we obtain the constitutive relation of tendril filaments in 

the Frenet coordinate system: 

    
FNT FNT

,   Q     (S9)

where the subscript FNT indicates the Frenet coordinate system. The elastic 

stiffness matrix   Q  is related to   Q  via the relation 

  1         Q M Q M    (S10)

Here,  M  is the coordinate transfer matrix: 
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2 2

2 2

2 2

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 2 0 0

0 2 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

m n mn

n m mn

mn mn m n

m n

n m

 
 
 

 
    
 
 
 

   

   

     

 

 

M  
  

(S11)

where cosm  , sinn  , and   is the angle measured from the N axis to the r 

axis. 

Since the tendril filament is very thin and slender, the strain moments on its 

cross-section can be approximated as constants. By averaging over the cylindrical 

volume ( 2
0 0 02π tan πV R R   ) containing one coil of cellulose fibril helix, the 

constitutive relation in equation (9) becomes 

    
FNT

,  Q    (S12)

where  

0 0

0

2π 2π tan
FNT

0 0 0

1
d d d ,

R R

i i r r z
V


  

 
       (S13)

 
0 0

0

2π 2π tan 2π

0 0 0 0

1 1
d d d d .

2π

R R

ij ij ijQ Q r r z Q
V


 

 
       

   

(S14)

Based on equation S14, we obtains 

 

1
11 11 12 21 13 31 12 132

1 1
22 33 22 23 33 23 32 22 23 338 8

1 1
44 22 33 23 44 55 66 55 668 2

,    ( ),  

(3 2 3 ),  ( 6 ),

(3 2 ),  ( ).

Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

         

          

        

 
  

(S15)

Equation S12 provides the constitutive relation of a tendril filament with the effect of 

cellulose fibril helices. 
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S3 Elastic rod model of the tendril filament 

In the present study, a tendril filament with a circular cross section is treated as a 

Kirchhoff rod with helical microstructure. According to the Kirchhoff rod model, the 

strain components in the helical tendril can be expressed as 4, 5  

 
1 2 3 1 2 12 21

13 1 3 23 32 3 1

0,   ,   0,

,  .

y x

z y x y

      
      
     

     
 

  

(S16)

Based on equations S12 and S15, the stress components are obtained as 

 
1 2 3 11 1 2 12 21

13 31 55 3 23 32 55 3 1

0,   ( ),   0,

,  ( ).

Q y x

Q y Q x y

      
      

     
     

 
  

(S17)

Then, the potential energy function   of a tendril filament of length 0L  is 

  0

0 00
( ( ), ( )) ( ) d ,

L
H s s W s s     

  

(S18)

where ( )s  and ( )s  are the curvature and torsion of the tendril filament, 

respectively. 0H  is the strain energy of the tendril filament, and 0W  the potential 

energy of external force, which can be written as 

 
    

 

2 2

0 0 0

0 0 0

1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,  

2
( ) ( ) ( ) ,

H B s s C s s

W m s s

     

  

   

 
  

  

(S19)

where ( )B   is the bending stiffness and ( )C   the torsion rigidity, which are both 

functions of the helical angle of the cellulose fibril helix,  , and 0( )s  and 0( )s  

are the initial curvature and the initial torsion of the tendril filament, respectively. 

equations S18 and S19 can be rewritten as  

 
0 2 2

0 1 2 3 40
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) d ,

L
Q Q s Q s Q s Q s s            

  

(S20)
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where 

 

1 12 2
0 0 0 0 0 1 02 2

1 1
2 0 0 3 42 2

( ) ( ) ( ) ,   ( ) ,

( ) ( ),     ( ),   ( ).

Q B C m Q B

Q C m Q B Q C

       

    

   

   
 

  

(S21)

 S4 Shape equations of the tendril helix 

For the deformation and shape formation of a tendril filament, the equilibrium and 

stability of a tendril with spatial configuration require that 

 20,  0,   0,       
  

(S22)

where x  denotes the variation of x , and 

 0 0
0d d d .

H H
s s H s   

 
 

  
     

  

(S23)

Based on equation S23 and using the calculus of variation5-7, we obtain the following 

shape equations for a deformed tendril filament: 

 

2 3 2
0 1 2 3 4 3 3

2

4 4

(3 2 ) 2

2
4 ( ) 0,

ss

s s

Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

Q Q

     

 
 

      

  
 (S24)

 
1 2 3 4 3 4

2

4 4

2(2 ) 2( )

2 2 ( ) 0

s s s s

s s
ss

Q Q Q Q Q Q

Q Q

    

  
 

     

  
 (S25)

where 
d

ds s

  , 
d

ds s

  , 
2

2

d

dss s

  , and 
2

2

d

dss s

  .  

For a tendril helix with a constant curvature and a constant twist, equation S25 is 

automatically satisfied. Thus equation S24 is rewritten as  

 
2 2 4

0 1 2 3

2 2
3 4

sin sin cos cos

(2 3 )sin cos 0

Q R Q R Q R Q

Q Q

   

 

  

  
 (S26)
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where R  and   are the helical radius and the helical angle, respectively.  

For a helix, we have 

 
2cos sin cos

,    .
R R

      (S27)

In addition, the curvature and the twist can also be expressed by the helical radius and 

the helical pitch as 

 0
2 2 2 2

0 0

,  .
R h

R h R h
  

 
 (S28)

Then the shape equation in equation S26 can be rewritten as 

 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3

0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 3

2
3 4 0

( ) ( ) ( )

(2 3 ) 0

Q R R h Q h R h Q Rh R h Q R

Q Q Rh

     

  
 (S29)
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